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NAME:

BLOCK:

- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION HOW DID THE ENLIGHTENMENT THINKERS COMPARE & CONTRAST?
PICTURED BELOW: A 20th century depiction of the Enlightenment philosophers: Montesquieu, John Locke, Voltaire, Thomas Hobbes, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin & Rousseau

LESSON OBJECTIVE(S)
1.) IDENTIFY elements of Enlightenment thinking
2.) ANALYZE an Enlightenment philosopher
PART I: WARM UP & DE-BRIEF
DIRECTIONS: Make note of the questions posed during the mini-discussion of this section. Use the space below.
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4.) GOVERNMENT!
REPRESENTATION!

- Definition in the context of The
Enlightenment the$general$psychological$
characteris0cs,$feelings,$and$behavioral$
traits$of$humankind,$regarded$as$shared$by$
9 $$$$$$$$$$$$all$humans!

$$$(

80

!

Enlightenment:$the$power$of$the$mind$to$
think,$understand,$and$form$judgments$by$
a$process$of$evidence9based$logic.$

$$$$$Deﬁni&on(in(the(context(of(The(

5.) REASON!

$$$(

under$a$gov.t,$to$par0cipate$in$
the$shaping$of$legisla0on$and$
governmental$policy$through$
oﬃcials$chosen$by$the$ci0zens.$

THE!
$$$$$Deﬁni&on(in(the(context(of(((((
ENLIGHTENMENT! (((((The(Enlightenment:$method$$$$$
PRIMARY THEMES!$$$or$process$of$enabling$ci0zens$

Deﬁni&on(in(the(context(of(The(
Enlightenment:$
the$state$of$being$free$within$society$from$
oppressive$$restric0ons$imposed$by$
authority$on$one's$way$of$life,$behavior,$or$
poli0cal$views$$(

1.) LIBERTY!

Deﬁni&on(in(the(context(of((
The(Enlightenment:$deno0ng$$
a:tudes,$ac0vi0es,$or$other$$
things$that$have$no$religious$or$$
spiritual$basis!

2.) SECULARISM!

3.) HUMAN NATURE!
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STRUCTURED ACADEMIC DISCUSSION
ACTIVITY RATIONALE: In our next class we are going to be having a structured academic
discussion. This differs from mini-group discussions and previous academic conversations in the
sense that you and your discussion group will attempt to come to some form of consensus or
collective understanding of your discussion topic.
In each discussion group, there will be an “expert” or representative of an assigned
Enlightenment philosopher. Your job is to speak to both how you AND your assigned philosopher
would respond to the discussion topic. A primary goal is to base your contributions to the
discussion on textual based evidence. Another discussion group that is taking notes on both the
progress and content of your discussion will observe your discussion.
ACTIVITY DIRECTIONS: To prepare for your discussion, complete the graphic organizer on
the following page. This will be collected and count for two homework assignments. More
importantly, it will prepare you to engage in the discussion in a meaningful manner and build a
greater sense of background knowledge of the Enlightenment philosophers.
**Provided in this handout is light background reading on the featured Enlightenment Philosophers**

**MAKE NOTE OF WHO YOUR ASSIGNED PHILOSOPHER IS AND WHAT
DISCUSSION TOPIC YOU HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED!!**

MY ASSIGNED PHILOSOPHER IS:
CIRCLE YOUR ASSIGNED PHILOSOPHER:

HOBBES

LOCKE
MONTESQUIEU

VOLTAIRE

ROUSSEAU

WOLLSTONCRAFT

MY ASSIGNED DISCUSSION TOPIC IS:
CIRCLE YOUR ASSIGNED DISCUSSION TOPIC #:

DISCUSSION TOPIC #1:
“What is the best form of government?”
DISCUSSION TOPIC #2:
“Agree or Disagree: Man is born naturally selfish and requires a fierce government for
peace & security.”
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MY PHILOSOPHER:
MY DISCUSSION TOPIC:
PHILOSOPHER’S PRIMARY ARGUMENT / MAIN IDEA:
(I.E. Natural Rights of Man? Separation of Powers? Freedom of Thought? Argument for Absolutism? Religious freedom? Women’s Equality? etc)

DETAILED EXPLANATION OF PHILOSOPHER’S MAIN IDEA:
(I.E. Fully explain what your philosopher’s main idea is. For example, if your philosopher’s main idea listed above is “separation of powers,” then fully
explain that in the space provided)

HISTORICAL INFLUENCE UPON PHILOSOPHER:
(I.E. What is a plausible reason behind why your philosopher came to have such a view on society? What aspects of history influenced their thinking?)

PHILOSOPHER’S RESPONSE TO DISCUSSION TOPIC:
(I.E. How do you think your assigned philosopher would respond to the discussion topic?
Would they agree? Disagree? What would be their position? Why?)

PERSONAL RESPONSE TO
DISCUSSION TOPIC:
(I.E. What is your response to the discussion topic? Why?)

TEXTUAL-BASED EVIDENCE OF PHILOSOPHER’S RESPONSE
(I.E. Locate 1-2 pieces of primary source evidence that support your explanation of how you think your assigned philosopher would respond an d quote in the
space provided below. Explain how your Philosopher’s quote is relevant and illustrates how your Philosopher would respond to the discussion topic)
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HOBBES: THE OPPONENT OF
DEMOCRACY	
  
In 1649, a civil war broke out over who would rule
England—Parliament or King Charles I. The war ended with
the beheading of the king. Shortly after Charles was executed,
an English philosopher, Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679), wrote
Leviathan, a defense of the absolute power of kings. The title
of the book referred to a leviathan, a mythological, whale-like
sea monster that devoured whole ships. Hobbes likened the
leviathan to government, a powerful state created to impose
order.
Hobbes began Leviathan by describing the “state of
nature” where all individuals were naturally equal. Every
person was free to do what he or she needed to do to survive.
As a result, everyone suffered from “continued fear and
danger of violent death; and the life of man [was] solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.”
In the state of nature, there were no laws or anyone to enforce them. The only way out of this situation,
Hobbes said, was for individuals to create some supreme power to impose peace on everyone.
Hobbes borrowed a concept from English contract law: an implied agreement. Hobbes asserted that the
people agreed among themselves to “lay down” their natural rights of equality and freedom and give absolute
power to a sovereign. The sovereign, created by the people, might be a person or a group. The sovereign would
make and enforce the laws to secure a peaceful society, making life, liberty, and property possible. Hobbes called
this agreement the “social contract.”
Hobbes believed that a government headed by a king was the best form that the sovereign could take.
Placing all power in the hands of a king would mean more resolute and consistent exercise of political authority,
Hobbes argued. Hobbes also maintained that the social contract was an agreement only among the people and
not between them and their king. Once the people had given absolute power to the king, they had no right to
revolt against him.
Hobbes warned against the church meddling with the king’s government. He feared religion could
become a source of civil war. Thus, he advised that the church become a department of the king’s government,
which would closely control all religious affairs. In any conflict between divine and royal law, Hobbes wrote, the
individual should obey the king or choose death.
But the days of absolute kings were numbered. A new age with fresh ideas was emerging—the European
Enlightenment.
Enlightenment thinkers wanted to improve human conditions on earth rather than concern themselves
with religion and the afterlife. These thinkers valued reason, science, religious tolerance, and what they called
“natural rights”—life, liberty, and property.
Enlightenment philosophers John Locke, Montesquieu, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau all developed theories
of government in which some or even all the people would govern. These thinkers had a profound effect on the
American and French revolutions and the democratic governments that they produced.
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LOCKE: THE RELUCTANT DEMOCRAT
John Locke (1632–1704) was born shortly before the English Civil War.
Locke studied science and medicine at Oxford University and became a
professor there. He sided with the Protestant Parliament against the Roman
Catholic King James II in the Glorious Revolution of 1685. This event reduced
the power of the king and made Parliament the major authority in English
government.
In 1690, Locke published his Two Treatises of Government. He generally
agreed with Hobbes about the brutality of the state of nature, which required a
social contract to assure peace. But he disagreed with Hobbes on two major
points.	
  
First, Locke argued that natural rights such as life, liberty, and property existed in the state of nature and
could never be taken away or even voluntarily given up by individuals. These rights were “inalienable” (impossible
to surrender). Locke also disagreed with Hobbes about the social contract. For him, it was not just an agreement
among the people, but between them and the sovereign (preferably a king).
According to Locke, the natural rights of individuals limited the power of the king. The king did not hold
absolute power, as Hobbes had said, but acted only to enforce and protect the natural rights of the people. If a
sovereign violated these rights, the social contract was broken, and the people had the right to revolt and establish
a new government. Less than 100 years after Locke wrote his Two Treatises of Government, Thomas Jefferson used
his theory in writing the Declaration of Independence.
Although Locke spoke out for freedom of thought, speech, and religion, he believed property to be the
most important natural right. He declared that owners may do whatever they want with their property as long as
they do not invade the rights of others. Government, he said, was mainly necessary to promote the “public good,”
that is to protect natural rights and encourage commerce and little else. “Govern lightly,” Locke said.
Locke favored a representative government such as the English Parliament, which had a hereditary House
of Lords and an elected House of Commons. But he wanted representatives to be only men of property and
business. Consequently, only adult male property owners should have the right to vote. Locke was reluctant to
allow the property-less masses of people to participate in government because he believed that they were unfit.
The supreme authority of government, Locke said, should reside in the law-making legislature, like
England’s Parliament. The executive (prime minister) and courts would be creations of the legislature and under
its authority.
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MONTESQUIEU: THE BALANCED DEMOCRAT
When Montesquieu (1689–1755) was born, France was ruled by
an absolute king, Louis XIV. Montesquieu was born into a noble family
and educated in the law. He traveled extensively throughout Europe,
including England, where he studied the Parliament. In 1722, he wrote a
book, ridiculing the reign of Louis XIV and the doctrines of the Roman
Catholic Church.
Montesquieu published his greatest work, The Spirit of the Laws, in
1748. Unlike Hobbes and Locke, Montesquieu believed that in the state
of nature individuals were so fearful that they avoided violence and war.
The need for food, Montesquieu said, caused the timid humans to
associate with others and seek to live in a society. “As soon as man enters
into a state of society,” Montesquieu wrote, “he loses the sense of his
weakness, equality ceases, and then commences the state of war.”	
  
Montesquieu did not describe a social contract as such. But he said that the state of war among
individuals and nations led to human laws and government.
Montesquieu wrote that the main purpose of government is to maintain law and order, political liberty,
and the property of the individual. Montesquieu opposed the absolute monarchy of his home country and
favored the English system as the best model of government.
Montesquieu somewhat misinterpreted how political power was actually exercised in England. When he
wrote The Spirit of the Laws, power was concentrated pretty much in Parliament, the national legislature.
Montesquieu thought he saw a separation and balancing of the powers of government in England.
Montesquieu viewed the English king as exercising executive power balanced by the law-making
Parliament, which was itself divided into the House of Lords and the House of Commons, each checking the
other’s level of power. Then, the executive and legislative branches were still further balanced by an independent
court system.
Montesquieu concluded that the best form of government was one in which the legislative, executive, and
judicial powers were separate and kept each other in check to prevent any branch from becoming too powerful.
He believed that uniting these powers, as in the monarchy of Louis XIV, would lead to despotism. While
Montesquieu’s separation of powers theory did not accurately describe the government of England, Americans
later adopted it as the foundation of the U.S. Constitution.
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ROUSSEAU: THE EXTREME DEMOCRAT
Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778) was born in Geneva, Switzerland, where all adult
male citizens could vote for a representative government. Rousseau traveled in France and
Italy, educating himself.	
  
In 1751, he won an essay contest. His fresh view that man was naturally good and was corrupted by society
made him a celebrity in the French salons where artists, scientists, and writers gathered to discuss the latest ideas.
A few years later he published another essay in which he described savages in a state of nature as free,
equal, peaceful, and happy. When people began to claim ownership of property, Rousseau argued, inequality,
murder, and war resulted.
According to Rousseau, the powerful rich stole the land belonging to everyone and fooled the common
people into accepting them as rulers. Rousseau concluded that the social contract was not a willing agreement, as
Hobbes, Locke, and Montesquieu had believed, but a fraud against the people committed by the rich.
In 1762, Rousseau published his most important work on political theory, The Social Contract. His opening
line is still striking today: “Man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains.” Rousseau agreed with Locke that the
individual should never be forced to give up his or her natural rights to a king.
The problem in the state of nature, Rousseau said, was to find a way to protect everyone’s life, liberty, and
property while each person remained free. Rousseau’s solution was for people to enter into a social contract. They
would give up all their rights, not to a king, but to “the whole community,” all the people. He called all the people
the “sovereign,” a term used by Hobbes to mainly refer to a king. The people then exercised their “general will” to
make laws for the “public good.”
Rousseau argued that the general will of the people could not be decided by elected representatives. He
believed in a direct democracy in which everyone voted to express the general will and to make the laws of the
land. Rousseau had in mind a democracy on a small scale, a city-state like his native Geneva.
In Rousseau’s democracy, anyone who disobeyed the general will of the people “will be forced to be free.”
He believed that citizens must obey the laws or be forced to do so as long as they remained a resident of the state.
This is a “civil state,” Rousseau says, where security, justice, liberty, and property are protected and enjoyed by all.
All political power, according to Rousseau, must reside with the people, exercising their general will.
There can be no separation of powers, as Montesquieu proposed. The people, meeting together, will deliberate
individually on laws and then by majority vote find the general will. Rousseau’s general will was later embodied in
the words “We the people . . .” at the beginning of the U.S. Constitution.
Rousseau was rather vague on the mechanics of how his democracy would work. There would be a
government of sorts, entrusted with administering the general will. But it would be composed of “mere officials”
who got their orders from the people.
Rousseau believed that religion divided and weakened the state. “It is impossible to live in peace with
people you think are damned,” he said. He favored a “civil religion” that accepted God, but concentrated on the
sacredness of the social contract.
Rousseau realized that democracy as he envisioned it would be hard to maintain. He warned, “As soon as
any man says of the affairs of the State, ‘What does it matter to me?’ the State may be given up for lost.”
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VOLTAIRE: THE UNTRUSTING OF
DEMOCRACY
Francois Marie Arouet (pen name Voltaire) was born on
November 21, 1694 in Paris. Voltaire's intelligence, wit and style
made him one of France's greatest writers and philosophers.
Voltaire was the embodiment of the 18th-century Enlightenment.
In 1726, Voltaire insulted the powerful young nobleman,
"Chevalier De Rohan," and was given two options: imprisonment
or exile. He chose exile and from 1726 to 1729 lived in England.
While in England Voltaire was attracted to the philosophy of John
Locke and ideas of mathematician and scientist, Sir Isaac Newton.
He studied England's Constitutional Monarchy and its religious
tolerance. Voltaire was particularly interested in the philosophical
rationalism of the time, and in the study of the natural sciences.
After returning to Paris he wrote a book praising English customs and institutions. It was interpreted as criticism
of the French government and was forced to leave Paris again.
Voltaire perceived the French bourgeoisie to be too small and ineffective, the aristocracy to be parasitic
and corrupt, the commoners as ignorant and superstitious, and the Church as a static and oppressive force useful
only on occasion as a counterbalance to the rapacity of kings, although all too often, even more rapacious itself.
Voltaire distrusted democracy, which he saw as propagating the idiocy of the masses. Voltaire long thought only
an enlightened monarch could bring about change, given the social structures of the time and the extremely high
rates of illiteracy, and that it was in the king's rational interest to improve the education and welfare of his
subjects.
But his disappointments and disillusions with Frederick the Great changed his philosophy somewhat, and
soon gave birth to one of his most enduring works, his novella Candide, ou l'Optimisme (Candide, or Optimism,
1759), which ends with a new conclusion: "It is up to us to cultivate our garden." His most polemical and
ferocious attacks on intolerance and religious persecutions indeed began to appear a few years later. Candide was
also burned and Voltaire jokingly claimed the actual author was a certain 'Demad' in a letter, where he reaffirmed
the main polemical stances of the text.
He is remembered and honoured in France as a courageous critic who indefatigably fought for civil rights
(as the right to a fair trial and freedom of religion) and who denounced the hypocrisies and injustices of the
Ancien Régime. The Ancien Régime – according to common opinion – involved an unfair balance of power and
taxes between the three Estates: clergy and nobles on one side, the commoners and middle class, who were
burdened with most of the taxes, on the other. He particularly had admiration for the ethics and government as
exemplified by Confucius.
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WOLLSTONECRAFT:
THE ENLIGHTENED
FEMINIST
Mary Wollstonecraft has been called
the "first feminist" or "mother of feminism."
Her book-length essay on women's rights,
and especially on women's education, A
Vindication of the Rights of Woman, is a
classic of feminist thought, and a must-read
for anyone who wants to understand the
history of feminism.
Feminist writer and intellectual
Mary Wollstonecraft was born on April 27,
1759, in Spitalfields, London. Her father
was abusive and spent his somewhat sizable
fortune on a series of unsuccessful ventures
in farming.
Perturbed by the actions of her
father and by her mother’s death in 1780,
Wollstonecraft set out to earn her own
livelihood. In 1784, Mary, her sister Eliza
and her best friend, Fanny, established a
school in Newington Green. From her experiences teaching, Wollstonecraft wrote the pamphlet Thoughts on the
Education of Daughters (1787).
When her friend Fanny died in 1785, Wollstonecraft took a position as governess for the Kingsborough
family in Ireland. Spending her time there to mourn and recover, she eventually found she was not suited for
domestic work. Three years later, she returned to London and became a translator and an adviser to Joseph
Johnson, a noted publisher of radical texts. When Johnson launched the Analytical Review in 1788, Mary became
a regular contributor.
Within four years, she published her most famous work, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792).
In the work, she clearly abhors prevailing notions that women are helpless adornments of a household. Instead,
she states that society breeds "gentle domestic brutes” and that a confined existence makes women frustrated and
transforms them into tyrants over their children and servants. The key, she purports, is educational reform, giving
women access to the same educational opportunities as men. The ideas in her book were truly revolutionary at the
time and caused tremendous controversy.

